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The NZ CPI rose by +0.3% in the September quarter, to be only +0.8% higher than a year
earlier. This was below market expectations, and leaves annual inflation at a decade-low and
just below the bottom of the RBNZ’s 1 to 3% target range.
So does this mean that the RBNZ should ’ think the unthinkable’ and cut its Official Cash Rate
from its record low of 2.5%?
While current inflation is below the bottom of the target range, the real job of the RBNZ will
be to judge inflation pressures going forward, and how they expect inflation to get back to
target over the next 12 to 18 months.
Most economists argue that the RBNZ should not cut interest rates from these levels. They
highlight that non-tradeable inflation at 2.3% is roughly in the middle of the target. This is
just another way of saying that our current low inflation can mostly be put down to the
unusual high NZ dollar. They also point to the Canterbury rebuild and buoyancy in the
Auckland housing market fuelling domestically generated inflation on the horizon.
However, it is also true the inflation outlook looks much less troublesome than it did earlier in
the year, and there is a chance that inflation stays stubbornly low. The last two weak
inflation outturns should keep the inflation expectations of local households and businesses
well anchored. Importantly, in recent weeks the leading indicators of economic activity have
also tended to point to a weak Q3 GDP number ahead. Furthermore, with foreign central
banks loosening policy, there is a good chance that the NZ dollar remains at elevated levels
for some time yet, keeping tradeable inflation low.
In our view, it has genuinely become a 50/50 call whether the RBNZ cuts rates over the next
six months.

It certainly makes for a very interesting start to the job for new Governor

Graeme Wheeler at the Reserve Banks’ Official Cash Rate (OCR) review next week.
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